
Based upon proprietary merger and acquisition data collected 
and analyzed by The Braff Group, an outsider interpreting the 
graph below could be forgiven for concluding that, except for a 
modest dip in activity after 2010, the home health and hospice 
M&A market has been remarkably consistent – even sedate – 
over the past six years. This would appear to be particularly the 
case in Medicare certified home health, which accounts for more 
than 50% of aggregate activity, and has recorded a spectacularly 
boring six year straight line of plus or minus 75 deals. 

But, sometimes, trends lie. Or, to be more charitable, they can 
hide a multitude of rumblings, fractures, and ground shifts – some 
favorable, some less so, and many unclear – that lie just below the 
surface of the trend line, jostling the M&A market from multiple 
directions, toward multiple directions, and all at the same time. 
Consider just a few:  health care reform initiatives that may be a 
boon to homecare, particularly Medicaid…or not. A tax environ-
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ment in 2012 that beckoned sellers to market like seniors to an 
early bird special – a special that expired in 2013. An on again,  
off again, on again, flirtation with co-pays. A stock market that  
has ping ponged from hospice, to pure play Medicare certified 
home health, to a Medicare and hospice mix, and now to Medic-
aid, because Medicare is suddenly (suddenly?) scary. A pending 
change in hospice reimbursement that has jangled the nerves of 
providers for five years, but still remains unclear. Private equity 
investors that rushed the industry around the same time, now 
reaching the end of their holding periods and heading for the 
exits at the same time (perhaps ogling the next multi-billion dollar 
valued technology company that doesn’t have any revenues, 
because that went so well the last time). All of this amidst a back-
drop of budget crises de jour that continually trots out entitlement 
programs to stand in a lineup of suspects responsible for the debt.

Suffice to say that the market has been anything but serene.
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Private Equity is pulling back. Again, based upon proprietary 
Braff Group data, the chart below summarizes private equity  
investing activity in home health and hospice, with the blue  
shaded areas representing platform-sized, market entry  
acquisitions for each segment, and the green shaded areas  
representing subsequent follow-on deals. As suggested above, 
with many PE sponsored providers that entered the space  
between 2005 and 2008 reaching the end of their five to seven 
year investment cycles, there was a marked slowdown in PE 
activity in 2013. This could have triggered a meaningful depres-
sion in dealflow and valuation. Instead, strategic buyers that 
have largely been content to be “next-in-line” as PE sponsors 
battled for share, have moved to the front of the queue to pick 
up the slack. In fact, even with reduced participation by private 
equity, there were more sizeable acquisitions of home health 
providers in 2013 than we have seen over the past three to four 
years. Moreover, the pool of strategic buyers has expanded to 
include acquirers from “adjacent” sectors such as skilled nursing 
and other entities developing diversified and coordinated care 
service models. 

After peaking, hospice has settled into a “soft landing.” Within 
the home care service continuum, hospice has followed the 
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most predictable path. Since as early as 2010, we predicted that 
market forces were converging to propel hospice M&A activity to 
a peak in both volume and valuation, after which we would likely 
see a slowdown as fears regarding reimbursement pressure and 
change continued to build and acquisition appetites became 
satiated. As the chart clearly suggests, this has played out pretty 
close to script – the largest deviation being that by now, we  
anticipated that reimbursement reform would be well-articulated  
(if not already implemented), temporarily freezing the M&A 
market as buyers and sellers alike turned inward to adjust to a 
substantially changed environment. Until that happens, we will 
likely see a somewhat flat or modest decline in deal flow driven 
primarily by an equally modest, but no less real, reduction in  
supply and demand. The good news is that while supply and 
demand may tick downwards, they will likely remain in balance, 
supporting sustained and strong valuation.

Private Pay activity appears to be on the upswing, but the  
reasons are unclear. In the immediate aftermath of the near- 
calamites transition from Medicare cost-based reimbursement  
to PPS, the conditions were ripe for a substantial spike in  
acquisitions of private pay providers as a means to diversify  
away from government reimbursement, and tap into growing  
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demand for otherwise uncovered, continuous care. But, except  
for a brief “mini-surge” between 2008 and 2010 dominated by 
a limited number of buyers, it never really happened. Perhaps 
this was because many would-be buyers were mired in getting 
through the IPS-PPS transition, and for those that were successful 
in doing so, the go-forward opportunities under PPS suddenly 
looked more attractive. Perhaps the market became too cluttered 
as the franchisors unleashed a hoard of franchisees scurrying for 
market share. Or, perhaps, in the face of a sustained economic 
slump, private pay lost some of its appeal. So, why an upswing 
now? First, it could merely be an anomaly, and not a reflection 
of a change in acquisition sentiments. It could, however, be a 
delayed response to the conditions that portended a surge in 
the first place. With PPS reimbursement now under constant 
pressure, an improving economy, and a generalized movement 
towards more comprehensive service offerings, this may be the 
start of a trend.    

Wall Street Flirts with Medicaid. With health care reform  
delivering more Medicaid beneficiaries, the states garnering 
greater tax receipts to finance to these programs, increased 
focus – and resources – being devoted to “dual-eligibles,”  
and, again, an increasingly difficult Medicare home health 
reimbursement climate, Wall Street sent the stock of Medicaid 
focused Addus to dizzying heights, and lauded Gentiva’s acqui-
sition of Harden Health Care (substantial Medicaid) as a sound 
diversification play away from Medicare. Conditions that would 
portend an increase in Medicaid focused acquisitions. Instead, 
deal flow fell to its lowest levels since we began breaking out the 
segment in 2005.   
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This one is particularly difficult to decipher. While we have 
always been somewhat cautious regarding Medicaid and state 
funded providers given (a) thin margins, (b) high caregiver turn-
over, (c) threats to the companion overtime exemption (which has 
now been reversed with overtime scheduled to kick in January 1, 
2015), and (d) encroaching unionization, the market has signaled 
otherwise. Our best guess as we enter 2014? Deal flow will  
tick upwards as buyers pickup on these emerging health 
care-economic investment themes. If not, we may find that the 
recent anomaly was not the tepid M&A environment, but Wall  
Street’s embrace.  
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The Braff Group is the leading mergers and acquisitions advisory firm specializing exclusively in health care ser-

vices, including home health care, hospice, behavioral health and social services, specialty pharmacy, infusion 

therapy, home medical equipment, and health care staffing.  

 

The firm provides an array of sell-side only transaction advisory services including representation, debt and 

equity recapitalizations, strategic planning, and valuation. Since being founded in 1998, The Braff Group has 

completed more than 220 transactions. Based upon deals completed between 2008-2012, the firm was ranked 

#1 in US Health Care M&A advisory services (Source: Thomson Reuters)
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